
REFERENCE

Begmanova Bibizhan Seytkhanovna, on conferring the title of Associate Prof'essor (associate

, professor) in the specialty <10.01.00 - Literary criticism>

I
Surname, name, patronymic (if
any)

Begmanova Bibizhan Seytkhanovna

2

Scientific (academic) degree, date

of assignment
By the decision of the Control Committee on Education and Science

of the Ministry of Education and Science of the Republic of
Kazakhstan dated December 29, 2006 (Protocol No. 14), the

academic degree of candidate of philological sciences was awarded

GK Ns 0002156).

J
Academic title, date of award

4
Honorary title awarded to time

5

Position (date and order number) Acting Associate Professor (Associate Professor) of the Department

of Kazakh Literature. OrderNo. 05 of 0810112014

6
Experience in scientific, scientific
and pedagosical work

Total - 29 yearc, including scientific and teaching experience - 17

years.

7

Number of scientific arlicles,
post-dissertation papers, and
associate professor degrees

Only 40, including in publications,
recommended by the authorized body - 15, in international scientific
journals with a non-zero impact factor on Scopus, Jstore (in the field
of social and human sciences) - 3, in the materials of international

conferences - 16.

8

Number of published
monographs, textbooks,
individual textbooks
(tutorials) for the last

5 years

1. Monograph - 1

2. Literary research - 1

3. Electronic textbook -
(Copyright certifi cates).

(Computer program)

9

Persons with advanced degrees

who defended themselves under
her guidance

Sembaeva N. - 6M011100 - <Kazakh language and literature) on

the topic <Poetry of G. Zhailybai: artistic intuition and lyrical
pathos> in2020 defended her master's thesis.



10

Winners. winners of republican,
international, forei gn
competitions,,exhibitions,
festivals, prizes, olympiads
prepared under her leadership

At the republican level:
1. The winner of the competition <Secrets of the Great Steppe>
organized within the framework of articles by N. Nazarbayeva <In
the Focus of the Future: Spiritual Revival> and <Seven Facets of the
Great Steppe> became Taimaganbetova, M., Malthuelova S.,

Tulkibek, took 3rd place and were awarded 3rd degree diplomas,
April 5,2019.
2. Sembaeva N. was awarded the l st degree diploma for the 1st place
for the report <Lyrical pathos in the verses of G. Zhaylybay> at the
International scientific conference on the topic <Perspective
scientific research> in Chisinau (Moldova). 12 february 2020.

3. Talgatbek Akgul was awarded a 1st degree diploma in the
republican competition <100 new names of youth in Kazakhstan>,
which was held in order to popularize among young people the
program article of PresidentN.A. Nazarbayeva <Focus on the Future:
Spiritual Revival>.

11

Champions of the World
Universiade, Asian
Championships and Asian Games,
participants in the European
Games, World and Olympic
Games.

t2

Additional Information 1. According to the results of the rating of professors and teachers of
Kazakh National Women's Teacher Training University rnthe 2020

academic year, took 5th place.

2.In2014, she was awarded the Medal of Honor for her contribution
to the development of the Kazakh State Women's Pedagogical
University. (Cefiificate No. 337)
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